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About This Content

Join in on the Thanksgiving fishing tradition with the Cornucopia Pack!
What’s more delicious than roast turkey, tastier than a slice of pumpkin pie, more satisfying than the Thanksgiving dinner?

That’s right, the Cornucopia Pack!
This Thanksgiving edition Pack is your Horn of Plenty in the world of float fishing! Jam-packed with exclusive goodies, the

Cornucopia Pack features limited-edition powerful telescopic rods that are available exclusively in this Pack! Just imagine your
Thanksgiving with the wild-spirited Tomahawk 21' 3" (650), the adventurous pilgrim’s Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) and the

Thanksgiving special CrazyTurkey 23' (700) that will turn your holiday fishing into an epicly fun pilgrimage!
And what’s more, this is your only opportunity to get the exclusive Thanksgiving edition true Pilgrim’s Doublet that gives you
more tackle and line storage capacity. The Cornucopia Pack also includes powerful spin reels, lines, hooks, a large fishnet and

bait galore!
Cornucopia Pack is all about the Thanksgiving spirit!

This plentiful and tasty Pack includes:
* 10 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 1000 CREDITS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 7 DAYS OF PREMIUM Enjoy thirty days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to
Experience and Credits earned for every fish you catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50%

discount! You also get the privilege of free registration in Competitions and the advantage of using free Forward Time function
twice as often!

* 30 Storage Slots
* 3 Tackle Setup Slots

RODS ‘N REELS
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Rods:
* Tomahawk 21' 3" (650) - Length: 21' 3" (6.5 m); Line Weight: 2–6 Lb. (1-2.67 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 7; Guides: 9

* Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) - Length: 19' 8" (6 m); Line Weight: 2–11 Lb. (1-5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 6; Guides: 9
* CrazyTurkey 23' (700) - Length: 23' (7 m); Line Weight: 3–10 Lb. (1.5-4.5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 8; Guides: 9

Reels:
* Pocahontas™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.3:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/120 (0.12/120), braid

3/120 (0.12/120), Max Drag: 5.75 Lb. (2.6 kg)
* PeacePipe™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.2:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 4/100 (0.2/100), braid 4/100

(0.2/100); Max Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4 kg)
* MapleBerry™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/80 (0.18/80), braid

6/100 (0.15/100); Max Drag: 4.9 Lb. (2.25 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines:

Mono .008" (0.2 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 4 Lb. (1.8 kg)
Mono .010" (0.25 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 8 Lb. (3.6 kg)
Mono .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 6 Lb. (2.7 kg)

* Bobbers: Slim (x2), Glowing Slim Float
* Hooks: Hook #10, Hook #8, Hook #6, Hook #4, Hook #2, Hook #1

* Baits: Bread, Cheese, Pet Food, Dough Bails, Corn, Peas, Semolina Balls, Marshmallows

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin XS Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 7.5 Lb. (3.5 kg); Total Fish Weight: 55 Lb. (25 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes

* CozyHatchet™ Rod Case - Rods: 3; Reels: 3
* Pilgrim`s Doublet Waist Coat - Tackles: 15; Lines: 5

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Basic Missouri License

* Basic New York License
* Basic Colorado License

* Basic North Carolina License
* Basic Oregon License
* Basic Florida License
* Basic Alberta License

* Basic Louisiana License
* Basic Michigan License
* Basic California License

* Basic Alaska License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Cornucopia Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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this game would be fun if they would fix the warehouse it doesnt work and it sends an error code when you try to unlode a
truck. Lots of fun if you enjoy old school games. Only complaint is that I wish it was longer.. Good, not Grand.
Reminded me of the game of life, enjoyed it to some extent balancing work, school, dating/children, and finances.
Like some other reviewers I also thought there'd be more in depth between relationships and there wasn't so much as a picture
of the person you marry just the (M) for man and (W) for women. As I was the cat (Chairman Meow) at the time it did not
apply to my beastial preference.

All joking aside after awhile it does become redundant as your basically running back and forth between work, school, and
home I'd give this game a 6.5/10 was entertaining for 20 something hours and then afterwards became more of a chore.
I enjoyed the initial concept of the game, just wish there was a bit more depth and content to keep you going. It felt like the
landscape could've been more detailed as it was just basically a newspaper-ish colorish background.

I also would've liked (and expected) preset characters rather than having to build your own that way the accomplishments
would've felt more enjoyable as if you actually worked hard and was invested in this predetermined person.
The customizable character is nice as an add on, but having preset characters with different traits that you have to work with
feels much more of an achievement than setting up your own.

For example: I was born behind a dumpster, but guess what I have a bachelors in law or accounting and can become a paralegal
or accountant making $20/hr off the bat, no need for me to work them garbage jobs to climb up even though I'm set back by my
alcohol and cigarettes, pardon my ex convict status I'll still be a baller cause they be hiring.
I barely touched any of the low ranking jobs, such as server, groundskeeper, salesperson, real estate agent, etc.
It was just more viable and easier to become a Teacher/Professor/Lawyer/Accountant/Engineer, not going to lie though the
Doctors degree was definitely a long stretch even having that as an achievement would've made this game better, I passed on
being a doctor too time consuming and eventually made just as much as a Lawyer $119/hr in New York.

After playing it for hours, the same things just keep happening over and over; rinse and repeat.
Was very close to giving it a positive review, but fell just short of it waiting to see if they get some in depth updates++. Alien
Hallway is a totally new action- strategy shooting game for the PC developed by Alien Shooter series makers, Sigma Team
company.

Here, in Sigma's adrenaline-fueled game, players measure stamina with a never-ending stream of green creatures within the
borders of a special military mission. The rules are severe and the fate of Humanity is put on the line.

Control an entire army in a challenging single-player campaign mode with a simple click of the mouse. With an approachable
interface, players can go through a three-dimensional battlefields destroying the enemies with superpowered weapons, throwing
various types of grenades, using airstrike skill, and upgrading both the base and the units. Players make serious decisions saving
the soldiers and earning gold bonuses which are vital in this intense confrontation.

Constantly changing settings and glow effects mixed with heavy, rythmic music add life to the game and keeps you captivated -
you'll be hooked!. Nice setting, ok-ish story, lousy voice acting, meh gameplay, mixed controls. Hasn't aged too well.. The
strongest point of Dies irae would be its characters. It has such a memorable cast that it is almost impossible to dislike any of
them. Every character has solid motivations behind their actions and it is all thoroughly fleshed out by the huge amount of
backstories that is presented throughout the game. The excellent voice acting particularly those of Wilhelm, Mercurius, Samiel,
Machina and Reinhard strengthened the personalities even further. The battle sequences, which constitutes a major chunk of the
visual novel, were mostly well executed and the invigorating music complemented the scenes effectively. It took over a hundred
hours to finish all the four routes plus the Other Stories section and as such, it is the longest visual novel i have read so far. Dies
irae is known for its extremely verbose prose and sometimes can be challenging to get through some of the sections (even the
prologue starts off very slow and is quite lengthy for an introduction) and this may put some people off. Since the common
route (chapters 1 to 7) is free to play, you will be able to read half of one route (or Act I to be precise), which is a good chunk of
the game and see if you would like to continue with Acts I to IV.
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The entire game is available for free and that's awesome.
Thankfully, we can support them by buying a cheap dlc.
And of course, that's exactly what I did. It's a nice game.
We have to support them, if we want more stuff like this.
Therefore: I'm going to give this simply a positive review.
If you enjoyed the free game: You should purchase this.. An indie game that was clearly rushed out, or just plain had poor
development. Combats feel arbitrary. The specific abilities that you're supposed to have simply don't work well.. I sympathize
somewhat with some of the negative reviews here but honestly, I think their being a bit dramatic. The games costs \u20ac2.39
and is actually a good little game. Not being able to use your sword mid air or while running seemed stupid to me at first then I
grew to like it. It makes it more challenging, which is the point. It's a CastleVania clone and it's supposed to be difficult. All in
all, I found the game to be quite easy in fairness but enjoyed it a lot.

Here's a video of me playing the first couple of levels if you want to check it out.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/0_-tpT-_ACA. Pay to win....no change to get better card by coin. Nice little game. Good play, graphics, and
pretty challenging. Loads and runs perfectly,. it's exactly the same as the free version, waste of money in my opinion. It is not
worth the $10 USA. There is supposed to be some "special menu" where I would get different weapons - not in this version.
Just... I was not "feeling" it with this. Hopefully I will get better results with the next one. I did appreciate the computer guys I
could easily send around the corner and die for me so I didn't have to. That was great.. I like, my friends like, we all like.
Give us even more and this game will be unstoppable.. Siegecraft Commander is a welcome addition to the VR RTS genre. The
gameplay is rather unique, and works. The graphics look great in VR, and seem quite optimzed. Only thing I really miss is
"graphics options", which by my opinion is a must for VR games.. I had fun tossing myself around in zero g, and the first couple
times I floated around an abandoned ship, looking for resources was actually enjoyable. But when I started repeatedly seeing the
same ships pop up and not even being able to scavenge without my ship getting hit by rocks repeatedly, it went from \u201cOh
man, my ship got hit! I need to hurry back!\u201d to \u201cAgain? Really? Can\u2019t I get a moment to just scavenge these
ships?\u201d

\tIt\u2019s too easy to break even on food and oxygen even without putting much effort, and the only major goal you have is to
build a shuttle to escape which involves collecting a lot of resources in a fairly boring manner. If it was a game about trying to
survive by going around a bunch of ships, barely clinging on than it would be neat. Instead it\u2019s a base building game where
the base building is too easy, and the method of getting resources is boring and repetitive.
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